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Alright, I will admit that seeing Miley Cyrus's performance at the 
VMA's had a lot to do with my inspiration to write this article. And 
like many others, I didn't see it live, but instead couldn't help 
overhearing about it from practically everyone around me as if even 
the local home for senior citizens knew about it before I did. But 
after seeing the performance on youtube I understood. The weird 
mixture of confusion, humor, and yes entertainment I felt afterward 
made me realize the popular music industry will stop at nothing to 
entertain us, regardless of what the message may be. But this 
evolutionary cycle has been happening for decades, and we all seem 
to be fine from it. The rebelliousness of the 60's must have seemed 
like the whole world was turning upside down, while wild, long 
haired youngsters playing their music at Woodstock were pushing 



the hippy movement into realms that must have scared all the 
parents of that generation. But at least there was a message: Peace, 
Love, Anti-War, Anti-establishment, and of course, "sex, drugs, and 
rock and roll." And now we have Miley Cyrus and Robin Thicke to 
look toward to lead the way for music and performance 
experimentation (among many others). But don't get me wrong, I'm 
not ripping on pop music. It gives us drama and entertainment, 
which I enjoy just like everyone else. I listened to the Backstreet 
Boys and N'sync in middle school, and Christina Aguilara is one of 
my favorite artists. I used to listen to Lady Gaga's "Bad Romance," 
on repeat for a while. But this VMA performance has made me 
wonder, what is the message in pop music today? What does it say 
about us technology-loving millenials? From what I have noticed 
from the songs themselves and the peers around me, I can't say the 
message looks promising to our future, and certainly doesn't sound 
very smart.

I have heard many people say, "oh I just like the sound and the beat, 
I don't really care about the lyrics," while they are singing the 
chorus of Robin Thicke's "Blurred Lines," a song about the 
difficulty of knowing when a woman is consenting for sex or not. 
This clearly implies a very big problem in the lyrics and what may 
be affecting those who hear it. But I also like the melody in Blurred 
Lines and the music is catchy, that is why it's so popular. Not to 
mention the risqué video that includes topless models dancing with 
Thicke. It has all the elements of a well- crafted, controversial pop 
song. "So what?", is the popular question. Crazy stuff has been 
coming out for years. Madonna is known for being the sex symbol 
of her generation, as videos like "Like a Virgin" originally shocked 
audiences and pushed the boundaries for what was ok to show in a 
video. Britney Spears did a number on the late 90's and early 2000's 
with "Hit me Baby One More Time," depicting her as an erotic 
Catholic school girl at the age of fifteen. Of course, we need more in 



order to shock an audience now, as in the case of Blurred Lines, so 
we see an evolution taking place. But the fact that we like this music 
and support it says something about us. We don't choose to listen to 
music about the struggles of becoming a clown or sea captain 
because it doesn't relate to us. What I mean to say is, just by vaguely 
listening to and dancing to songs, we are also accepting its message 
to some degree and allowing it to represent our lifestyle. So lets look 
at some popular songs from the last 5 years to decide what that 
message might be.

The Black Eyed Peas have been very popular these last 5 years. 
Their song "I Gotta Feeling," in 2009 spent 14 weeks at Billboard's 
#1 spot, making it the most popular song of the year. I heard it in 
clubs, on the radio, and any personal party, and definitely enjoyed it. 
Mainly because of its very danceable beat and its upbeat lyrics about 
enjoying life. The chorus is pretty simple, mostly talking about how 
great the night will be. But the verses are a little more interesting. 
Here is an example, "Fill up my cup, Mazel tov, Look at her 
dancing, Just take it off, Let's paint the town, We'll shut it down, 
Let's burn the roof, And then we'll do it again." Seems pretty intense 
now. We can see that the lyrics clearly describe someone watching a 
girl dance and wanting her to take her clothes off, along with scenes 
painting the town, shutting it down, burning the roof, and then 
repeating... I don't know about you but that doesn't describe my 
average night. Not even my Saturday night in-fact. Without getting 
into the details of my extra curricular activities, I can say this song 
sounds pretty wild. But what’s wrong with that? Well, maybe, we 
learn to think that living this way is ok. That being completely crazy, 
spending our money and partying in clubs all night is fun, is what 
other people are doing, and is what the cool people do. Seems to 
promote the club agenda too doesn't it? And perhaps these songs 
that promote the club agenda get more plays in the club. So are we 
being told to live this way through songs because it sells in the clubs 



and that is what club owners and radio d.j.'s want us to think is cool? 
I would say its something to consider. And where is the intelligence 
in this message? If I lived this way I would be broke within a few 
months. But I do like the song, and I know music is made to 
entertain, but there is still a message of recklessness nevertheless.

Moving on, in 2010, Ke$ha spent 9 weeks at #1 with the song "Tik 
Tok," making it the longest running single of the year. I think most 
people who know the song may began to laugh because of the 
extreme relevance it has to this article. Here is why; the the song 
starts like this, "Wake up in the mornin' feelin' like P- Diddy (Hey 
what's up girl), Grab ma glasses I'm out the door I'm gonna hit the 
city (Let's go), Before I leave brush ma teeth with a bottle of Jack, 
'Cuz when I leave for the night I ain't comin back." I feel like the 
analysis of this song is completely self explanatory, but lets do it 
anyway. Right out of the bat we are getting the party started, by 
brushing our teeth with Jack Daniels whiskey, putting on our glasses 
and hitting the city. It’s clearly a party song, with plenty of 
references to excess. The entire song runs the same theme, making it 
sound like we all have money to blow, not to mention the time and 
energy to stay up until we "see the sunlight." I think doing this once 
a year would be plenty for me. But maybe I don't party as hard as 
everyone else. Now you might be thinking, well that is lame or 
boring if I don't like to do that. And if you are thinking that, just ask 
yourself why? Maybe, you have been influenced by American 
culture, because that is what has been sold to you over the last 
decade through our music, movies, t.v. shows, magazines, and more. 
This song is another example of the wild and crazy lifestyle we have 
seen in media, and if people lived this way on a daily basis, we 
would all be homeless alcoholics who like to party constantly. This 
song promotes a "stupid" lifestyle, under my own definition, by 
creating a life of low self control and impulsive decisions that is not 
sustainable and not good for a persons well being. But that doesn't 



mean its not entertaining and fun to listen to.

In 2011 we were all blessed with the "Party Rock Anthem," by 
LMFAO, which spent 6 weeks at #1 making it the second most 
popular song that year behind Rhianna. I will admit, the Party Rock 
dudes are geniuses wrapped in animal print, as they have learned to 
craft an amazingly popular pop song without seeming like they tried 
at all. I have danced to this song numerous times and it is a great 
way to release some stress and rock out on a dance floor. It's all 
about having a good time and losing your mind, which is basically 
the entire chorus. The verses are wild too, describing himself 
"running through these ho's like Drano," taking shots, throwing 
money at girls and watching them take their clothes off. Hey its a 
party rock anthem, what do you expect. Yes the lyrics are crazy and 
that is the fun part about it, no doubt. But that is once again the 
message. We also see some sexism in the lyrics, which has become 
so common in rap music that it is now acceptable in pop music, and 
no one complains. But hey I will still dance to Party Rock along side 
everyone else even knowing its message, because I believe that 
being aware is the key to understanding its impact. I don't live that 
way and never will, but as entertainment, it serves its purpose, while 
promoting that same irresponsible lifestyle.

Skipping 2012, lets consider this year, 2013. The most popular song 
being "Blurred Lines," by Robin Thicke. This song has spent 12 
weeks at #1 and has therefore been heard by a lot of people. Blurred 
Lines is a catchy song and I enjoy listening to it. I would be 
surprised to find a single person who isn't attracted to the melody in 
that song. The lyrics are hard to comprehend and I think that's one 
reason the message has slid past people so smoothly while dancing 
to it. But here is part of the chorus, "... I hate these blurred lines, I 
know you want it (X3), But you're a good girl, The way you grab 
me, Must wanna get nasty, Go ahead, get at me." I'm not going to 



start the whole feminist argument about this song, though that is 
definitely one of the messages to consider. But like I mentioned 
earlier, rap music has made the sexualization of women in pop 
music more acceptable, and this song is a clear example. These 
lyrics say a lot. Even if the only thing the dance floor hears is, 
"you're a good girl," and "I know you want it." The controversial 
issue of this song is of course the idea that a guy is encouraging a 
girl to sleep with him and is not sure if she is consenting for sex or 
not. This article isn't about Robin Thicke's song however, but the 
message that is in the music. So consider this: once again we are in a 
club, where people are encouraged to sleep with each other at will, 
and be extremely impulsive / crazy. Does this encourage girls and 
guys to think this is what's cool? What everyone is doing? That's 
another question, but the message certainly seems to be there.

For those of you who are raging to debate me about this, I 
understand. Of course I am leaving songs out. And there are many 
different pop songs that do not fall into this category. There are also 
multiple messages in a single song that can be interpreted in 
multiple ways. That will always be true. But lately, I have started to 
notice something about my peers around me. Maybe you have too. 
What I have noticed is that I get criticized for wanting to go home 
before midnight. For not taking another shot. For not dancing more 
or harder. For not going out on a Saturday night. I also notice that 
many people around me seem to be so obsessed with the product 
that is themselves. Being hot enough, fun enough, wild enough, and 
doing what everyone else seems to be doing because they think its 
cool. The lifestyle that these songs represent seem to be directly 
affecting some of the people I have met and know. Whether or not 
that makes us happy is a different question, and I think it depends on 
the individual. But I find it hard to live a lifestyle that is all about 
excess and late night parties, and I don't hear too many pop songs 
about wanting to stay in and relax with a friend or companion. I 



guess that’s not cool enough. Well who is making that decision... 
you? Or them?


